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I .DEPARTMENT OF THE A RMY
HEADQUARTERS. U. S. ARMY TEST AND EVALUATION COMMAND

'• •..,•-• ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND. MArLAND 21005

AMSTE-GE £9 APR 1963

.'SBJECT: Final Reports of Engineerbig and Service Tests of Effluent
Fuel Tester, USATECOM Project Nos. 7-3- 0239-07/09

Commanding General
U. S. Army Materiel Command
ATTN: AMCRD-JG
Washington, D. C. 20315

1. References.

a. Final Report of Integrated Engineering and Service Test of Fuel
Testci, Effluent, RDT&E Project No. 1D643324D58810, USATECOM
Project No. 7-3-0239-06 with USATECOM letter to AMC, 6 May 1968.

b. Final Report of Engineering Test (Desert) of Effluent Fuel Tester,
Totamiter, 50 GPM and 400 GPM, USATECOM Project No. 7-3-0239-07,
January 1969, YPG. (Inclosure 1)

c. Final Report of Integrated Engineering and Service Test of
Effluent Fuel Tester, USATECOM Project No. 7-3-0239-09, March
1969, USAGETA. (Inclosure 2)

2.,Aproval Statement. Subject reports are approved.

3. gakgound of Test. The effluent fuel tester consists of a group of
components which provide a means of monitoring the effluent fuel stream
from a filter/separator to assure that fuel is not contaminated with water
or solids. Testing was conducted on a 50 GPM size unit and a 400 GPM
size unit at each test site.



AMSTE-GE 
APR 19W

SUBJECT: Final Reports of Engineering and Service Tests of Effluent
Fuel Tester, USATECOM Project Nos. 7-3-0239-07/09

a. An integrated engineering and service test (arctic winter) was
conducted by the U. S. Army Arctic Test Center from 12 December 1967
to 24 March 1968. The results of this test were foryarded by reference
la. In view of the results of the more extensive tests which are discussed
herein, the USATECOM position concerning suitability for use in the arctic
is hereby withdrawn.

b. An engineering test (desert) wvas conducted by Yuma Proving Ground
from 27 May 1968 through 6 December V68 (reference 1b).

c. An integrated engineering and service test (hitermediate climate)
was conducted by the U. S. Army General Equipment Test Activity from
February 1968 through Februarny 1969 (reference le).

4. Test Results.

a. The equipment, as tested, failed to meet essential requirements of
the approved military characteristics as follows:

(1) The effluent tester was not sufficiently accurate in registering the
presence of injurious amounts of contaminants as evidenced by a wide
variance between meter readings and actual contamination (Tables 1 and 3
and graph 1, Appendix I, reference 1b).

(2) The ttkter failed to detect contaminants automatically and con-
tinuously as evidenced by two failures of the amplifier at high ambient
temperatures (paragraph 2.4.4, reference 1b).

(3) The tester was not adequately resistant to rusting. The steel
conddit between the photocell and the conduit box on both testers
"rusted (paragraph 2.4.4c, reference 1b).

(4) The tester failed to meet the criteria regarding operation in the
desert environment as defined in AR 705-15, Change 1, as evidenced

by two failures of the amplifier (paragraph 2.4.4a, reference ib).
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S9APP, 1,95
* AMSTE-GE

SUBJECT: Final Reports of Engineering and Service Tests of Effluent
Fuel Tester, USATECOM Pruject Nos. 7-3-0239-07/09

(5) The tester was not of one size. Two sizes (50 and 400 GPM
capacities) were furnished; two sizes were necessary for detecting
the wide range of flow rates.

(A) The tester was not sufficiently ragged as evidenced by Ahart
recoider failures (paragraph 2.5.4d, reference lc).

b. An analysis of the final reports reveals that seven deficiencies
and six shortcomings remain.

(1) Deficiencies:

(a) The amplifier at an ambient temperature of 113°F would
activate the contaminant warning bell and caused I he fuel flow to
be shut off even though there was no contaminant i esent in the
test system (Appendix III, reference ib).

(b) When the ambient temperature was higher than 105 0 F, the
amplifier when activated by the contaminant simulator button being
depressed would close the control but would not allow the control
valve to reopen when the simulator button was released (Appendix
I1l, reference 1b).

(c) Fuel leakage from the contaminant simulator button when it is
depressed creates a safety hazard (pacagiaph 5a(l) below)).

(d) The amplifier contaminant meter readings were inaccurate
(paragraph 5a(2) below)).

(6) The recorder door was not adequately scaled to prevent damage
to the recorder when exposed to rain (paragraph 5a(3) below)).

(f) The draft technical manual was not clear or accurate (paragraph
5a(4) below)).
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AMSTE- GE 2 9 APR 1969

SUDJECT: Final Reports of Engineering and Service Tests of Effluent
Fuel Tester, USATECOAS Project Nos. 7-3-(T2%!-,j7/09

(g) The test item lacked the sensitivity required for ,ig solid
contaminants (paragraphs 2.4.2 and 2.4.5, reference 1c).

(2) Shortcomings:

(a) Repair parts and required special tools were not fl.rnished with
the test items (paragraph 2.2.4, reference 1c).

(b) A second power supply battery was required to permit uninterrupted
operation during frequent required recharging (paragraphs 2.4. 11 and
2.5.4, reference 1c).

(c) The dial indicator/chart recorder scale divisions are too large for
accurate reading (paragraphs 1.4c(3) and 2.4.2.4, reference 1c)).

(d) Internal corrosion of the flow shut-off valve solenoid caused
failure of the flow shut-off sytem (paragraph 2. 6.3, reference 1c).

(e) The socket head cap screws on the lamp holder were inaccessible

with available tools (cap screws should be compatible with the available
hex-head wrench) (paragraph 2.6.3d, reference 1c).

(f) The chart recorder failed once on each of the testers. They were
replaced by the developer and the cause of failure was not determined
(paragraph 2.6.3e, reference 1c).

5. Comments.

a. The following problems reported in final reports, references
lb and' lc, have been reclassified as follows:

(1) Leakage of fuel from the contaminant simulator button was
reported as a shortcoming (paragraph 2, Appendix I1, reference 1b).
Since leakage of fuel presents a potential safety hazard, it is reclassified
as a deficiency.
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• •, 9 APR 1969
AMSTE-GE
SUBJECT: Final Reports of Engineering and Service Tests of Effluent

Fuel Tester, USATECOM Project Nos. 7-3-0239-07/09

(2) There was a wide variance between amplifier contaminant
meter readings and actual contamination introduced for test purposes
(paragraph 2.4.5, charts 1 and 3, Appendix I, reference 1b). This
condition is reclassified as a deficiency because the meter indicated
much higher contamination than the actual amount.

(3) -The recorder door was not adequately sealed. Thus, rain
could enter the recorder and cause it to become Ponoperational. This
is reclassified as a deficiency (paragraph 2.4.4b, reference 1b).

(4) The draft technical manual was not clear or accurate (paragraph
2.5.4, reference lb and paragraphs 2.7, 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11, Appendix
III. reference to). This is reclassified as a deficiency. Satisfactory
maintenance could not be performed with the furnished manual.

(5) The test item was not of one size capacity as specified in the
military characteristics and reported in paragraph 1. 1, Appendix 111,

reference 1c. this is classified as neither a deficiency Por shortcoming
since the concept of the two sizes did not adversely affect usage.

(6) Two shortcomings reported in paragraphs 2. 1 and 2.2, Appendix
I1I, reference 1c, relate to desired characteristics and are therefore not
considered to be shortcomings because they do not adversely affect the
performance of the item.

b. The demonrtrated reliability of the test item under intermediate
climatic conditicns was at least 90 per cent at 90 per cent confidence
level based on 532 test hours, a missicin time of 15 hours and one
failure. The reliability of the items tested to detect contamination
accurately and stop flow is considered to be inadequate (paragraphs
2.4.2 and 2.4.5, reference 1c). Although reliability was not determined
for desert c.ncitions because of limited test ti-no, reliability is con-
sidered! ;o1 .e unsatisfactory because of the fmplilier failures encouiered
(AppeldAx III, reference 1b).



* AMSTE-GE 9 APR 1969

SUBJECT: Final Reports of Engineering and Service Tests of Effluent
Fuel Tester, USATECOM Project Nos. 7-3-0239-07/09

6. Conclusions.

a. The items, as tested, and the draft technical manual are unsuftable
for Army use.

b. The maintainability of the effluent testers was unsatisfactory because
of the inadeqv-cies in the draft technical manuals as reported in paragraph
2.5.4, reference lb and Appendix III, reference 1c. Maintainability shauld
be adequawc- when the draft technical rnanuals have been corrected and
improved as recommended herein.

7. Recoimuendations.

a. All deficiencies and as many as possible cf the shortcomings identified
in paragraphs 4b(l) and (2) above be c(,rrected.

b. Two effluent testers (of each size) corrected as recommended herein
be furnished to USATECOY for check test.

c. Corrected and improved maintenance packages be furnished for test
concurrent with the check test.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

2 Icls. WILLIAM H. R3BBARD
1, 'Final Rept 7-3-0239-07 Colonel, GS
2. Finalt Rept 7-3-0239-09 Deputy Chief of Staff
(3 cys ea inei)

Copies furnished:
CG, USAMC, ATTN: AMCQA-E
CG, USAMC, ATTN: AMCRD-ET
CG, USAMC, ATTN: AMCRD-R
CG, USAMC, ATTIT: AMCSF
CG, USAMC, ATTN: AMCMA-M
CG, USAMC, ATTN: AMCMR-CP
(wv/1 cy ca. mncl)
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U. S. ARMY GENERAL EQUIPMENT TEST ACTIVITY
FORT LEE, VIRGINIA

USATECOM 7-3-0239-09

Final Report of
Integrated Engineering and Service Test of

Effluent Fuel Tester

Conducted at Fort Lee, Virginia

March 1969

Abstract

An Integrated Engineering and Service Test of the Effluent Fuel Tester
was conducted during the period February i9'68 - February 1969 to determine
the technical performance and safety characteristics of the test item as
described in the Military Characteristics, and as indicated by the particular
design; and to determine the suitability of the fuel tester and its maintenance
package for use by the Army.

It was concluded that: the test item meets the requirements of the
Military Characteristics with the exception of the deficiencies and shortcornings
(Par. 1. 4a and b); technical performance was satisfactory and sufficiently
accurate to register the presence of all contaminants to which it was exposed
with the exception of the siliceous test dust; the test item is adequately reliable;
safety pr'wvisions and capability to perform safely are confirmed--(see addi-
tional precautions, Par. 2. 9. 3); and human factors considerations are satis-
factory with minor exceptions (Pars- 1_ 4e and 2. 7. 3).

It is recomm-nded that: the Effluent Fuel Tester be considered not
suitable for use by the Army under limited intermediate climatic conditions
(A100 to 100 0F.) until the two deficiencies and as many as practicable of the
shortcomings (App. ill) have been corrected; draft technical manual be revised
(Par. 1. 6d and App. IV-D); a photocell and adapter with attached wires be
issued; and repair parts listed in paragraph 1. 6d be added to the prescribed
load allowance.



SFOR.EWORD
The U. S. Army General Equipment Test Activity was responsible

for preparing the test plan, executing the teat, and preparing the final
test report.

The test was authorized by letter, AMSTE-GE, Headquarters, dated
30 T ,e 1965, subject, "Test Directive -o USATECOM Project No. 7-3-0239-
06/07/08/09--Fuel Tester, Effluent."
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SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

A need exists for monitoring the purity of fuel delivered into fuel
tanks of aircraft, combat vehicles, and other equipment. The purity
tolerance for aviation fuel is more stringent than for other fuels, and
experience of the military services indicates that JP-4 and JP-5 fuels are
more difficult to filter than other fuels. Therefore, equipment which will
satisfactorily meet aviation requirements for these fuels will in all likeli-
hood, meet the requirements for other fuels. No satisfactory equipment
is available to detect harmful contaminants, liquid or solid, in a rapidly-
moving fuel stream. The present tests described in Technical Bulletin
QM-11-1, 27 December 1957, for determining water and sediment in the
effluent fuel stream of filter/separators are too involved for use as a quick
check in the field. Technical Bulletins prescribe the apparatus and equip-
ment for testing, the characteristics and design features of which do not
meet user requirements for an item of equipment suitable for monitoring
the purity of fuel as it is dispensed under field conditions.

1. 2 DESCRIPTION OF MATERIEL

The effluent fuel tester is a group of components which will enable an
operator in the field to instantaneously monitor the effluent fuel stream from
a filter/separator for water or solid contaminants to insure that contaminated
fuel is not issued to using units. The unit utilizes the scattered light
principle, scanning the liquid at full flow rate. A light source and photocell
arranged in a pickup head assembly detect the scattered light reflected
from solid or immersible liquid particles of contamination. The signal
produced is amplified for operation of a direct-reading chart recorder, for
actuation of an •a_,rm bell, and operation of solenoid valve to terminate the
flow in the event contamination exceeds a certain pre-set level. The test
item components located within the hazardous area (as defined by the
National Fire Code) are fabricated in an explosion proof configuration (pickup
head assembly and electrically actuated solenoid valve). The additional
components (amplifier, chart recorder, alarm bell, and power supply
battery) are located outside the hazardous area and are not explosion proof.
Major components are shown in Figure 1.

1. 3 TEST OBJECTIVES

To determine the technical performance and safety characteristics of
the Effluent Fuel Tester as described in the Military Characteristics, and
as indicated by the particular design; and to determine the suitability of the
item and •ts maintenance package for use by the Army.



Amplifier component with chart recorder and alarm bell.

, I

Pickup head assembly. Automatic shutoff valve.

Figure 1. Major components of effluent fuel tester.



1.4 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

a. The effluent fuel tester was found to meet all requirements of the
Military Characteristics except for the following which were designated as
deficiencies:

(1) The fuel tester was not of one size since a 2-inch pickup head
assembly with 2-inch automatic shutoff valve and a 4-inch pickup head
assembly with 4-inch automatic shutoff valve were furnished for test;
however, due to the wide flow rate range of up to 400 gpm, two different
sizes were found to he necessary with the 2-inch size being used from 0
to 1Cn gpm and the 4-inch for 100 to 400 gpm.

(2) The fuel tester did not meet the requirement for automatically
and continuously detecting contamination particles as specified by the current
military specifications for filter/separators since the sensitivity of the
item was not sufficient to detect unacceptable amounts of siliceous test
dust; however, detection of red iron oxide and water contaminants was
satisfactory.

b. Other requirements of the Military Characteristics not met by the
fuel tester, designated as shortcomings, were as follows:

(1) The fuel tester was not found to be capable of being used with
a separate device to assist in the detection of unacceptable gum content
as specified by applicable military specification; however, this require-
ment was judged to be unrealistic and not within the state of the art at
the present.

(2) The test item did not include a visual warning device to permit
operating personnel to determine whether filter coalescing elements of
the filter/separator require re-lacement; however, an audible warning
device was furnished and proved adequate during test operations.

c. Shortcomings detected during test operations included the following:

(1) The chart recorder furnished with the test item was found to be
inadequate as it did not possess the required durability.

(2) A second power supply battery is required to allow uninter-
rupted operation during-frequent recharging.

(3) A dial indicator with smaller scale divisions and with a total
range of 0 to -0 ppm is needed to increase accuracy in reading. The dial

3



indicator presently furnished with a range of 0 to 100 ppm ifi not needed as
critical contamination values are at the lower extremes, primarily below
1) ppm.

d. An AC-DC converter would greatly sirnplify fuel tester operations
in a static installation where AC current is available.

e. A protective carrying case is needed to protect the amplifier,
alarm bell, and chart recorder components from damage and to allow for
much easier hand carrying.

f. Explosion-proof flexible conduit instead of the rigid conduit should
be provided to reduce installation effort and simplify handling.

g. The test item experienced three unscheduled maintenance actions,
one of which was classified as afailure. Maintenance instructions were
co-isidered inadequate and caused excessive time to troubleshoot the
problems. Replacement of the solenoid, the recorder, and the adapter-
photocell (as a "component") was easily accomplished. Daily maintenance
is the only scheduled maintenance for the test item. Although the test item
met reliability requirements, it did not meet maintainability requirements
because of the inadequacy of the main-enance instructions, troubleshooting
instructions, repair parts data, and special tool requirement.

h. Transportability tests were not conducted as the test items were
not received individually packaged; however, due to the lightweight and
small size of the test item it was judged to be capable of being transported
by rail, ship, and aircraft with a minimum of disassembly or preparation
and to be capable of being delivered in Phase II of airborne operations with
a minimum of packaging and protective materials provided it is packaged
as is normal to similar sensitive electronic equipment.

1. 5 CONCLUSIONS

a. The effluent fuel tester meets the requirements of the Military
Characteristics with the exception of the deficiencies and shortcomings
shown in paragraph 1. 4a and b and performs suitably under the intermediate
climatic conditions (10°F. to 100 0 F.) to which it was exposed.

b. The technical performance of the fuel tester was satisfactory and
found to be sufficiently accurate to register the presence of all contaminants
to which it was exposed with the exception of the siliceous test dust.

4
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U) c. The fuel tester is adequately reliable, and its maintainability,
although presently inadequate, will be adequate when the troubleshooting
instructions and repair parts data are improved and the lamp assembly
fastener problem is corrected.

d. Safety provisions and capability of the test equipment to perform
safely are confirmed. however, additional precautions are furnished in
paragraph 2.9. 3.

e. Human factors considerations of the test item are satisfactory
with minor exceptions listed in paragraphs 1. 4e and Z. 7. 3.

f. The item was designed with due consideration to value engineering
aspects.

1.6 RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that:

a. The Effluent Fuel Tester be considered not suitable for use by the
Army under limited intermediate climatic conditions (A10°F. to 100°E)
until the two deficiencies and as many as practicable of the shortcomings
(App. LI) have been corrected.

b. The draft technical manual be revised to incorporate the change-
in Appendix IV-D and to illustrate the test item as it will be issued,
including troubleshooting instructions that will enable the organizational
mechanic to locate malfunctions and their causes without excessive delay.

c. A photocell and adapter (EPR L7-6) with attached wires be issued
as a component.

d. The following additional repair parts be added to the prescribed
load allowance:

(1) 1 each Chart Recorder (14869) Model 88

(2) 8 each Rolls, Chart, Recording

(3) 2 each Diaphrams for each coitrol valve

5



SECTION 2. DETAILS OF TEST

2.1 INTRODUCTION

a. The engineering test was originally initiated by the U. S. Army
General Equipment Test Activity (USAGETA), Fort Lee, Virginia, in
September 1964 in accordance with the Plan of Test dated August 1964
under the Project No. 7-3-0239-02 of which the fuel tester was one of
three such items tested. An engineering design test by USAGETA had
been terminated prior to the initiation of the emgineering test and was
reported by letter report submitted in January 1965 (Ref. 1, App. V).
Subsequently, an interim report (July 1965) on the eng-neering portion of
the integrated engineering and service tost (Ref. 2, App. V) recommended
that the fuel tester be deleted from the test because it failed to meet the
specifications of the National Fire Code for equipmeat operating in a Class
I - Division I hazardous area. USATECOM suspended testing of this device
and the items were returned to the developer for modifications. A
separate test directive for the fuel tester was issued under USATECOM
Project No. 7-3-0239-09 and testing on the fuel tester was suspended
pending modification. Testing was continued on the other two fuel testers
and a final report was submitted on Project No. 7-3-0239-02 in November
1965. Modified test items were again submitted to this activity in February
1968 and engineering tests suboequently resumed.

S-• b. The engineering test was conducted by installing both capa,-.ity
test items into closed-loop fuel systems of similar capacity as shown in
Figure 2. This system conformed to MIL-F-8901B (Ref. 7, App. V) and
utilized equipment which for the most part is standard to the military
supply system. The test items were placed in series with a test fuel
storage tank, water and solids injection equipment, pumping unit, influent
and effluent sampling valves, and a cleanup filter separator. Maximum
use was made of glass piping in the test system to allow an actual visual
control on the test fuel during operations. Test system. piping was arranged
so that the fuel could be circulated until the required cleanliness levels of
MIL-F-8901B were met, then contaminated at a controlled injection rate
with water or solid contaminants, pumped through the test item, and then
recleaned by the cleanup filter/separator prior to re-entering tbe fuel
storage tank. The test item performance was evaluated by comparing the
item's indicated and recorded fuel contamination levels with laboratory
analysis of influent samples, and calculated fuel contamination levels
determined from a measured total contaminant injection, length of injection
period, and test system flow rate. Maximun use, was made of laboratory
controls and instrumentation, ouch as thermocouples and pressure gages.

7
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c. Test fuels utilized in the tests consisted mainly of automotive
combat gaso~ine (MOGAS) and 3P-4; howvever, checks were also made with
aviation g&3oline (AVGAS-115/145), diesel fuel (DF-l), and combustion
ignition turbine engine fuel (CITE). Laboratory analyses for total water
were conducted by thf. Karl Fischer Method according to paragraph
4. 6.7.4. 2. 1 of M[fL-F-89O lA and total solidm analyses on fuel samples
were conducted by the Millipore Method in accordance with paragraph
4. 6.7.4k, MIL-F-8901A. Water fuel saturation curves were cor~structed
for each batch of test fuel utilized during the test. Each Karl Fischier
determination was compared NAth the saturation curve for the test fuel so
as to determine the actual amount of f~ree water in the sample above the
allowed total saturation value for that spe'.-ific temp~erature at which the
sample was taken. Due to inconsidtencles in v.lues obtained from the
Karl Fischer analysis, greater emphasis was placed on fuel contamirnattion
values obtained from direct calculations utilizing actual measurf-ments.

d. In addition to formal engineering tests ccnducted, the item wa3
used extensively to mon~itor the effluent fuel flowv during engineering tests
of various filter/ separators.

e. The service test was conducted during the period Z3 December
1968 through 28 February 1969. The test items were installed in ;,
c lo sed -1-ooP fuel recirculating system at the U. S. Army General
Equipment Test Activity Petrolcuig Equipment Test Facility. The items

* ~were operated and maintained by petroleum storage specialists (MOS
76 W). MOGAS was utilized as test fuel. Reliability of the items was
ascerta~ned based on 301 hours of operation on the 4-inch fuel tester
and 231 hours on the 2-inch fuel tester.

f. Transportability characteristics were determined by results of a
paper evaluation as well as actual transport over primary and secondary
roads at Fort Lee, Virginia.

g. H-uman factors were observed throughout the tt At, and user
personnel were que ationed regarding ease of operating, handling, in,3talla-
tion, and rnaintenar.ce of the item.

h. Adequacy of the Draft Technical Manual (DTM 10-4930-207-12) was
determ~ined during operation and maiatenance of the teat item in accordance
with prescribed inatituctions and performante tJ simulated maintenance
actions which did not -.cculr normally during tezim.

~.Safety characteriatics wero- deterrfuneJ ar-.' a list of recomnmended
safety precautions developed.



2.2 INSPECTION (ES)

2. Z. 1 Objective

To deterwnine the physical c1,aracteristics of the test items and to
iusure that they were in satisfactory operational condition prior to initia-
tion of tests.

2.2.2 Methoc.

A thorough inspection and inventory were made of the test items
and corponents receive-d. Any dcmages and mechanical deficiencies were
recorded as well as serial number -n e~ch item. Items were weighed,
photographed, and examined to insure that they w-re of the most practical,
simple, and rugged construction.

2. 2.3 Results

a. Two 50-gpm and two 400-gpm test items were rece.ived for
tests. Eachi itern was found to be in a cornpltte and undamaged condition.

b. Eachx item was disasstrnbled into its major components aod the
following weig'ts and physical dimensions recorded

TABLE I

COMPONENT WEIGHTS

Quantity Item Weight ',1bs) per Item
2 2-inch Pickup Head (inc.iuding coupling&) 19

---inch ?ickup Head (including couplingi) 23
2 2-inch cntrol valve 15
2 4-inch control valve 55
2 Control and instrtment panel (including 23

amplifier. alzrm bell, and rec, rder)
4 Cable
4 Conduit (50-L2et) 22

c. The test items were received by 1/2-ton truck shipment in a
crated conditi6n. The shipping wr--_- w z-.-rited f.em 14,-inch ply-
wood material and possessed the following dimensionsz

Length - 32 inches
Width - 34 inches
Height - 60 inches
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No repair parts or batteries were received with the test items;
however, an adequate supply of repair components was on hand at this
activity as a result of previous tests conducted on the item (Proj. No.
7-3-0239-0Z). A list of recommended repair parts and components to

be furnished with the test item was determined later .n the test and is
indicated in paragraph Z. 6.

d. The construction, materiel, and design characteristics of the
items were examined by engineering and service test supervisory personnel

and were judged to be simple, lightweight, compact, self contained,
inexpensive, and port.-ble when compared to convertional means of deter-

mining water and solids contamination.

e. The fuel tester was found to incorporate materials and pro-
visions to provide maximum resistance to the detrimental effects of fungi,
humiditv, rain, snow, and extremes of dust and dirt. and to prDvide a
warning device (audio) to alert operating personnel when fuel contamina-
tion reaches an unacceptable level; no visual warning device was included.

f. The test item was not found to be of one size though it was of
the same type, it did not provide a visual warning device, and it did not
have the capability of being used with a separate device to assis: in the
detection of unacceptable gum content.

g. Inspection of the items revealed no factors which could increase
the vulnerability of the systems in which the fuel testers may be installed.

Z. Z. 4 Analysis

a. The physical characteristics of the fuel tester were found to
meet the requizements of the military characteristics with exception of
the following:

(1) The item was not of one size, requiring a 2-inch pickup head
and 2-inch solenoid valve for 50 gpm flow rates aitd a 4-inch pickup head
and 4-inch solenoid valve for 400 gpm flow rates (essential).

(2) The item did not include a visual warning device to indicate
excess levels of contamination (desired).

(3) The item did not have the capability of being used vwith a
separate device to assist in the detection of unacceptable gum content

(desired).
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b. The pickup head assembly and solenoid valve designed into two
separate sizes for 50 and 400 gpm flow rates were judged to be the most
practical design due to the wide flow rate range. Test operations conducted
showed that the audible alarm was adequate and that a visual alarm was not
needed. The requirement to be capable of being used with a separate device
to assist in the detection of unacceptable gum content was judged to be
impracticable andi not within the state of the art at this time.

2. 3 PRELIMINARY OPERATIONS (ES)

2. 3. 1 Objectives

To insure that test personnel and users of the fuel tester were
thoroughly and properly oriented in the use of the test item and that they
were properly instructed in the method of installation, zeroing, calibration,
operation, and maintenance.

2.3.2 Method

a. Each capacity fuel tester vas installed and assembled as directed
in the draft technical manual into th., engineering test system of comparable
capacity shown in Figure 2 utilizing MOGAS test fuel. On-the-job training
of engineering test personnel was conducted. The test items were zeroed
and calibrated as directed in the draft technical manual. Test fuel was
circulated through each test item for an 8-hour period. Water contaminants
at a rate of 0.01 percent of rated flow and solid contaminants at a rate of
0. 016 pound per gallon of iuel flow were injected for a 2-minute period at
the start of each 15-minute flow rate interval. The fuel tester's performance
in indicating injected. water and solid contaminants and terminating fuel
flow when contaminant exceeded the alarm setting was observed during
pumping operations.

b. User personnel were instructed as to the purpose of the effluent
fuel testers, the method of installation of the items in the simulated test
dispensing systems, and how to operate and maintain the items. instruction
consisted of 1 hour of lecture, demonstrations, and on-the-job training.

2.3.3 -Results

a. With 1 hour of instruction and on-the-job training during fuel
cycling operations, test persomnel could adequately install and operate the
fuel tester in a flow system.

b. In each instance when contaminants (water or solids) were injected,
the fuel tester immediately detected their presence by indications of the dial
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indicator, chart recorder, and alarm bell. The automatic fuel shutoff valve
terminated the fuel flow in each instance approximately 26 seconds after
detection of the contaminant by the dial indicator. Due to the large volume
of contaminants injected, the limits oi the dial indicator were exceeded during
each injection causing the indicator and chart recorder to "peg.

2.3.4 Analysis

Personnel can be trained within 1 hour to operate and maintain the
effluent fuel tester. Personnel with MOS 76W20 require no additional
training and can adequately operate and maintain the test item with only
brief on-the-job training.

2.4 TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE (ET)

The following tests were conducted to determine the technical per-
formance of the effluent fuel testcr.

2.4.1 Red Iron Oxide Injection Test With MOGAS Test Fuel.

2.4. 1. 1 Objective. To deternmine the ability and accuracy of the fuel
tester to indicate the presence of various concentrations of red iron oxide
contaminants in MOGAS test fuel.

2. 4. 1. 2 Method. Red iron oxide contaminants ranging from 0. 5 mg/l
to 11. 0 mg/l were injected in various predetermined concentrations into
the influent flow stream of MOGAS test fuel. The indications of the fuel
tester as recorded on the chart recorder were compared with calculated
values based on known actual ir~ections to determine the accuracy of the
test item. Twenty injections of red iron oxide were conducted.

2.4. 1.3 Results. The fuel tester was found to consistently indicate the
presence of iron oxide contaminants with concentrations as low as 0. 5 mg/i.
Precise accuracy could not be determined due to difference in units between
the contaminants injected (mg/i) and the readout of the fuel tester (ppm).
Relationships between the different units were established allowing a general
indication of accuracy which was judged to be adequate for field determination.e.

2.4. 1.4 Analysis. Concentrations (mg/i) of iron oxide injected were
plotted and superimposed on a chart of contaminant indications (ppm) by the
fuel tester. Due to the difference in units, the charts did not coincide,
however, an obvious linear relationship existed as shown in Appendix I-A.
An injection of 0. 5 mg/i was found to yield a fuel tester indication of
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approximately 10 ppm. Since 0. 5 mg/i is the maximum allowable solid
content !or fuel allowed by Specification MIL-F-8901B, the item was
judged to be capable o! indicating unacceptable levels of contamination
with iron o.xide dust.

2.4.2 Siliceous Test Dust Injection Test with MOGAS Test Fuel.

2.4.2. 1 Objective. To determine the ability and accuracy of the fuel
tester to indicate the presence of various concentrations of siliceous test
dust contaminants in MOGAS test fuel.

2.4.2.2 Method. Siliceous test dust contaminants (meeting the specifi-
cation of MIL-F-8901B) ranging from 2.0 mg/i to 30.0 mg/i were injected
in various predetermined concentrations into a MOGAS flow stream on the
influent side of the test item. The indications of the fuel tester as recorded
on the chart recorder were compared with known: actual injections to deter-
mine the accuracy of the test item. Twenty injections with siliceous test
dust were conducted.

2.4.2.3 Results. The fuel tester was fLund to consistently indicate the
presence of siliceous test dust contaminants in the flowstream during each
instance of injection except for concentrations below 20 mg/l. As with iron
oxide contaminants, the precise accurary was not determined due to the
difference in units; however, a definite reiationship between the different
units was established. The icem lacked sufficient sensitivity to detect
siliceous test dust contaminants to the level required by specification MIL-
F-8901B (0. 5 mg/I).

2.4.2.4 Analysis. Concentrations (mg/1) of siliceous test dust injected
were plotted and superimposed on a chart of contaminant indications (ppm)
by the fuel tester. The charts did not coincide due to the difference in
units, however, definite linear relationship existed (App. I-B) as with
iron oxide dust. The minimum concentration of siliceous test dust detect-
able was Z. 0 mg!I which yielded a readout of approximately 1 pprn on Lhe
fuel tester. Fuel tester values below I ppm can not be read from the dial
indicator or chart record. r as graduations are in 2 ppm.

2.4.3 Water Injection Test with MOGAS Test Fuel.

2. 4.3. 1 Objective. To determine the ability and accuracy of the fuel
tester to indicate the presence of various concentrations of water contami-
nants.
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2.4.3.2 Method. Predetermined volumeF of water contaminants were
injected into the influent fuel stream. Inject on concentrations ranged from
16 to 84 ppm. The indicated contamination ,alues recorded by the chart
recorder were plotted on a curve for comparison with the actual concentra-
tion as calculated in ppm from the actual volum,; injected. Twenty injections
were performed.

2.4. 3.3 Results. The fuel tester was found to consistently indicate the
presence of minute concentrations of water contaminants in the flow stream
with a sensitivity sufficient to detect unacceptable fuel exceeding Specifica-
tion allowable s.

2.4.3.4 Analysis

a. Contamination values indicated by the fuel tester were con-
sistently lower than the calculated values determined from the actual volume
injected. Indicated values when plotted on a curve and compared with
calculated values almost directly paralleled calculated values however, they
were lower by a factor of one-half as shown in Appendix I-C.

b. Due to limitations of the test injection system, the lowest
concentration of water contaminants obtainable by injection were 16 ppm
which yielded a fuel tester indication of 8 ppm. It therefore appears that any
indication by the dial in,:Iicator or chart recorder above 2 to 3 ppm readings
when properly zeroed wcould indicate contaminants in excess of the 5 ppm free
water allowed by Specification MIL-F-8901B.

c. Since all critical contamination values are on the lower end of
the scale, a dial indicator and chart recorder are needed with much smaller
dimensions and a much shorter range, approximately 0 to 20 ppm. This
would allow the test item indications to be read with much better precision.

2.4.4 Red Iron Oxide Injection Test with JP-4 Test Fuel.

2.4.4. 1 Objective. To determine the ability and accuracy of the fuel
tester to detect iron oxide contaminants in JP-4 test fuel.

2.4.4.2 Method. The test item was zeroed with JP-4 test fuel i~s directed
in the draft technical manual and subjected to predetermined concentration
of red iron oxide ranging from 0. 10 mg/I to 5. 0 mg/1 contaminant injections
in the same manner as indicated in paragraph 2. 4. 1. 2. Twenty injectionsj of red iron oxide were conducted.

2. 4. 4. 3 Results. The fuel tester was found to be capable of consistently
indicating the injected contaminants of red iron oxide in a JP-4 flow stream

t
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with concentrations as low as 0. 5 mg/l. Precise accuracy could not be
determined due to the difference in units between the contaminants injected
(mg/1) and the readout of the fuel tester (ppm). Relationships between
the different units were established allowing a general indication of
accuracy which was judged to be adequate for field determinations.

2.4.4.4 Analysis. Concentrations of red iron oxide injected were
plotted and superimposed on a chart of contaminant indications (ppm) by

* the fuel tester. Due to the difference in units, the charts did not exactly
coincide, however, an obvious linear relationship existed as shown in
Appendix I-D in which the two curves almost directly paralleled each
other. An injection of 0. 1 mg/! yielded a fuel tester readout increase of
1 ppm. Analysis of the curve in Appendix I-D showed an overall
equivalency of 1 mg/i red iron oxide contaminant in JP-4 test fuel
equaling a readout of 10 ppm -- throughout the entire subtest.

2.4.5 Siliceous Test Dust Injection Test with JP-4 Test Fuel.

2.4.5.1 Objective. To determine the ability and accuracy of the fuel
tester to indicate the presence of various concentrations of siliceous test
dust contaminants in JP-4 test fuel.

2.4.5.2 Method. Siliceous test dust contaminants (meeting the specifi-
cation of MIL-F-8901B) were injected in various predetermined concentra-
tions ranging from 5 mg/1 to 250 mg/i into the JP-4 flow stream on the
influent side of the test item. The indications of the fuel tester as recorded
on the chart recorder were compared with known actual injections to deter-
mine the accuracy of the test ite.n. Twenty injections with siliceous test
dust were conducted.

2.4. 5.3 Results. The fuel tester was found to consistently indicate the
presence of siliceous test dust contaminants in the f]•w steam durirg each
instance of injection except below 5. 0 mg/i. As with iron oxide the precise
accuracy was not determined due to the difference in units, however, a
definite relationship between the different units was established. The item
lacked sufficient sensitivity to detect siliceous test dust contaminants to
the level required by the specification MIL-F-8901B (0.5 mg/i).

2.4.5.4 Analysis. Concentration- (mg/1) of siliceous test dust injected
were plotted and superimposed on a chart of contaminant indications (ppm)
by the fuel tester. The charts did not coincide due to a difference in units,
however, a definite linear relationship existed (App. I-E), as with iron
oxide though not as regularly as with MOGAS test fuel. Differing from
siliceous test dust injections with MOGAS test fuel which showed an almost
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1 direct equivalency of 1 mg/i injection equaling 1 ppm fuel tester indication.
siliceous test dust injections with JP-4 test fuel showed test item sensitivity
to siliceous test dust in a JP-4 environment to have greatly decreased. An
injection of 5.0 mg/i resulted in a fuel tester indication of slightly less than
1 ppm. Appendix I-E shows that large quantities of siliceous t'.st dust con-
taminants were required to yield fuel tester indications with the tester indi-
cating a value which was approximately one-third in ppm of the actual injected
concentration in mg/i.

2. 4.6 Water Injection Test with JP-4 Test Fuel.

2.4.6.1 Objective. To determine the ability and accuracy of the fuel
tester to indicate the presence of various concentrations of water con-
taminants.

2. 4. 6.2 Method. Predetermined volumes of water contaminants were
injected into the influent flow stream. Injection concentrations ranged
from 14 to 160 ppm. The indicated contamination values were p lotted on
a curve for comparison with the actual concentration as calculated in ppm
from the actual volume injected. Twenty injections were perfocmed.

2. 4. 6.3 Results, The fuel tester was found to consistently indicate the
presence of minute concentrations of water contaminants in the flow stream
with a sensitivity sufficient to detect unacceptable fuel exceeding specifica-
tion allowables.

2.4.6.4 Analysis

a. Contamination values indicated by the fuel tester were con-
sistently lower than the calculated values determined from the actual volume
injected. Indicated values when plotted on a curve and compared with cal-
culated values almost directly paralleled calculated values, however, they
were consistently lower by a factor of one-half to one-third as shown in
Appendix I-F.

b. Due to limitations of the test injection system the lowest con-
centration of water contaminants obtainable by injection during the test was
14 ppm which yielded a fuel tester indication of 7 ppm. Judging by this re-
lationship which was essentially constant for injections conducted, a fuel
tester indication of 2 to 3 ppm would indicate contaminants exceeding the
specification allowed by MIL-F-8901B (5.0 ppm).
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2.4. 7 Automatic Shutoff Valve Reaction Time Test.

2.4.7. 1 Objective. To determine the capability and time required for the
fuel tester to terminate fuel flow upon detection of an unacceptable amount
of contamination.

2. 4. 7. 2 Method. CLilizing the 4-inch 400-gpm fuel tester, the alarm set
was positioned at 20 ppm so that the alarm would activate when the simulator
button was depressed. Upon depression of the simulator button, the lapsed
time was measured between activation of the alarm until the fuel flow was
terminated as determined by observing a flow meter.

2.4.7.3 Results. The fuel tester was found to be capable of completely
terminating fuel flow upon detection of a contamination level in excess of
the alarm set adjustment, however, a time lapse averaging 26 seconds
occurred1.

2.4.7.4 Analysis. Lapsed time determinations required for the shutoff
valve to terminate fuel flow upon detection of unacceptable contaminants
ranged from 26 to 27 seconds at an operating pressure of 32 psi at the rated
flow of 400 gpm. Due to the time lapse of 26 seconds required before the
fuel flow is completely terminated, it would be necessary to locate the shut-
off valve at a distance downstream from the detector head, calculated from
the flow velocity, to prevent contaminated fuel from passing the shutoff
valve.

2.4. 8 Power Supply Evaluation.

2.4.8.1 Objective. To determine if a decrease in strength of the power
supply battery results ir a subsequent dearease in accuracy.

2.4.8.2 Method. Utilizing a fully charged battery, the fuel tester was
subjected to continuous operation. At periodic 30-minute intervals, the
simulator button was depressed to simulate contamination and a check mane
of the battery strength with a DC voltmeter.

2.4.8.3 Results. A decrease in battery strength to the point where a need
for recharge was signaled caused no resultant decrease in test item accuracy.

2.4.8.4 Analysis. After 15 hours of operation, battery strength decreased
to II volts causing the alarm bell to sound and signaling the need for a re-
charge. The readout indication gave the same reading in ppm upon depression
of the simulator button as it did at the start of the test.



2.4.9 Automatic Shutoff Valve Operational Evaluation.

2.4.9.1 Objective. To determine the capability and reliability of the
shutoff Valve to effectively terminate fuel flow in the presence of repeated
injections of unacceptable contaminants.

2. 4. 9 2 MeThod. The 400-gpm test item was nubjected to fifty water
injections and fifty solids injections of 30 ppm and 30 mg/1 respectively
with the alarm ad> stment control set at 10 ppm. A rated flow of 400 gpm
at 30 pai was maintained during the test.

2.4.9.3 Results. The shutoff valve successfully and reliably terminated
"fuel flow for 100 repetitions without failure when the fuel tester was exposed
to unacceptable contaminant injection.

"2.4.9.4 Analysis. In each instance, fuel flow termination was complete
though an average of 26 seconds was required for the valve to activate after
the contaminated fuel was detected by the fuel tester.

2.4. 10 Performance with Various Fuels.

2.4. 10.1 Objective. To determine the relative difference in performance
of the fuel tester when exposed to various petroleum fuels.

2. 4. 10. 2 Method. The fuel tester was zeroed with jet fuel (JP-4) in a
static condition. When depressed, the simulator button yielded a value of
50 ppm. The item was then exposed under static conditions to diesel fuel
(DF-1), combustion ignition turbine engine fuel (CITE), motor gasoline
(MOGAS), and aviation gasoline (AVC-AS), and the zero reading and
reading with the simulator button depressed were recorded.

2.4. 10.3 Results. Values obtained with the differ'ent fuels showed that
fuel coloration definitely affects readout, making it imperative that the
item be rezeroed whenever fuel types are changed.

Z. 4. 10. 4 Analysis. After being zerc>ed with JP-4, the fuel tester yielded
the following values when exposed to the indicated fuels:

Zero Reading Simulator Button Depressed
Fuel ppm ppm
JP-1 0 50
DF- 1 4 60
CITE 8 61
MOGAS 10 55
AVGAS 10 40
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2.4. 11 Performance Monitoring of Effluent Fuel Stream from Test Filter
Separatt..r

2.4. 11.1 Objective. Tc determine the performance of the test item when

installed on the effluent flow stream from a test filter/separator during
Specification MIL-F-8901B injection tests.

2.4.11.2 Method

a. The 4-inch and the 2-inch effluent fuel testers were installed
on the effluent side of a 350-and 100-gpm test filter separator respectively
and used to monitor flow during the series of contaminant injection tests
described in Specification IAIL-F-8901B.

b. Each item was utilized for a total of 250 hours wiL,:. flow

rates, pressures, fuel temperatures, fuel tester indications, and laboratory
analyses for solids and water being periodically recorded.

2.4.11.3 Results

a. The fuel tester was found to be very useful in monitoring the
performance of the filter/separator being tested as it provided an instanta-
neous indication when contaminants were passed even though it did not
differentiate between water or solid contamination. The item also furnished
a permanent chart recording of contamination and shut off the flow stream
automatically at the desired alarm set position,

b. It became evident that an additioral power source battery was
needed to maintain operation on an 8-hour per day basis.

c. It was also found that a AC-DC converter would greatly,
simplify fuel tester operations in the field where AC current is available.

d. Repeatcd problems experienced with the chart recorder
evidenced the need for a more durable chart recorder to wichstand field
handling.

e. It was found that a protective carrying case is needed to pro-
test the amplifier, alarrn bell, and chart recorder componeuts from damage
and to allow for easy hand carrying.

2.4.11.4 Analysis

a. During the tests of the filter/separator, frequent problems
were encountered with faulty filter/coalescer elements. The effluent fuel
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tester proved extremely useful in detecting these failures long bcfore a
failure was made evident by visual means or laboratory analysis. Subject
failures characteristically ý,_curred with an initial very slight increase
of approximately 2 ppm which was irrmediately detected by the fuel tester.
As "Ie failure worsened the effluent cLntaMination iicreaoed, being verified
by laboratory analysis which required several hours, and finally by visual
means. In each instance the filter/coalescer elements were removed,
examined, and found to have ruptured end caps which had allowed con-
tamination to pass. Without the Zuel tester, this failure would probably have
gone undetected until it increasied to a point where it could be detected by
visual means.

b. When operated on a continuous b-hour per day basis it was
found that the power supply battery required a recharge after 1 to 2 days
operation.. This need for recharge was signaled by a -ontinuous ringing of
the alarm bell. Since several hours are required for a battery recharge,
the fuel tester cannot be operated. A second battery is therefore needed
to alltw continuous operation.

"c. it also became evident that if an AC-DC converter had been
provided with the fuel tester, the AC current available in the area could
have been utilized eliminating the need for batteries and greatly simplifying
the operation. In most non-mobile type installations in the fieldAC current
is available, and for mobile type installation batteries will be required.

"d. Frequent problems with the chart recorder furnished with the
test items were experienced requiring frequent replacement. The chart
recorder was very delicate and s~ensitive to handling. A more durable com-
ponent to withstand field handling is rectuired.

e. Test operations showed the amplifier component, with alarm
bell and chart recordt. to be very bulky, difficult to handle, and subject to
damage as presently mounted on the plywood frame. These three com-
ponents should be mounted in a lghtweight protective carrying case.

2.5 OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE (ST)

2.5. 1 Objective

To deterrrmne through normral operations by users in standard POL
distri.,ution and dispensing systerns, the capability of the test items to
reliably and accurately detect and r;gister the presence of ha, a-tiul con-
t-arinaots; and to detcrmine the capability of the test items to be easily and
readily installed on or attached to standard or proposiid POL distribution
and dispensing systems.



2.5.2 Method

3. The fuel testers (Z- and 4-inch) were initially installed and
orerated in a c-sed.-op fuel recirculating system at the USAGETA

Petroleum Eqinment Te st Facility, Fort Lee, Virginia. Operations
contsisteu ol .- ;,Iating MOGAS through 'he fuel testers which wezez
utilized on the effluent side of a 6 00-gpm filter/separator. Contami.-
nated conditions were simulated hourly by depressing the simulator

button on the Z-inc:, and 4-inch pickup heads.

b. Tie cest items were subsequently taken to the Petroleum

Training Area, U. S. Army Quartermaster Petroleum Schcol, Fort

Lee, wh,re students installed them in a fuel system supply point after
being instructed -in installaticn and operation procedures.

c. The 2- and 4-inch itern.s were then attached to 1, 200- and
5, 000-galloi. tankers respectively. Operations consisted of dziving the
tankers over a specified distance and then cycling fuel through the fuel
testers.

d. Observations were made regarding the durability, maintain-
ability, and reliability of the test items as well as the capability of the test

items to be easily and readily installed and committed to use, including-
time and nme:i involved. The compatibility of the test items witit associated

equipment was observed and evaluated. The ability of user personnel to
operate the items eflicivntly was recorded and as'3essed.

2.5.3 Results

a. Operations on the test items (2- and 4-inch) were similiar.
The 4-inch fuel tester was operated for 301 hours in the cloed loop
recirculatingsystem. During this time, contaminants were simulated
396 times and fuel flow -. as terminated each time without failure. The

battery utilized a3 the energy source 4'or the item was replaced and re-

charged 17 times or roughly after every 17 hours of operation. The 2-
inch item was 3perated for 231 hours during which time contaminants were
simulated 324 times. The item failed to terminate fuel flow 2 times out --

of the 324 time ; contaminants were simulated. The battery utilizea with
the 2-inch itLzn was replaced and recharged 12 times or roughly after
every 19 hours cf operation.

b. The fuel testers were installed, operated, and maintained by

petroleum storage specialists (MOS 76W). One hour of instruction, including

demonstrations and on-the-job training, was required for the operator
personnel to effectively utilize the test items.
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c. Time reouir*d Lo inatall the Z-inch itcM on a 1, 200-gallcn tanker

was av.-roxi.:aLeiy 15 minutes (F•gure 3). The time required to install the

4-inch fuel tester in a 5, 0C0-guilon tanker was one-hal? hour. The tanker
trucks with the installd fuel testers were driven a specified distance of 1. 4
miles over rough roads and terrain a total of 20 times. At the end of each
rim, contaninated c-nditions were simulated three times while iuel was

•.ing cycled. Both itema fan ctione-. properly each time contaminants were
simulated.

- - d. Tne following failures occurred during service test operations

at Fort Lee:

-- (1) The recorder -,te:ized with the 2-inch fuel tester malfunctioned

after 231 hours (Rei. EPR L? ,i similiar malfunction of the recorder
utilized with the 4-inch iken. alsz occurred.

(Z) After 301 hours oi testing, the 4-inch fuel tester could not
be correctly zeroed due to a short in the system and the deteriorated

- acculacy of the photocell (Ref. EPR L7-5).

(3) After 136 hours of operation, the 2-inch item failed to shut
down fuel flow when contaminated conditions were simulated dne to a
failure of the solenoid which activates the shutoff valve.

Z. 5.4 Analysis

a. The continuous operation of the test items and the resulting
necessity that the batteries utilized as the energy source must be recharged
dictates the need for two batteries to be supplied with each fuel tester
rather than the one whish is now supplied. Availability of a battery charger

is also necessary so that continuous operation of the fuel testers can be
assured. The test items should also be equipped with an AC-DC converter

so that other available sources of electricity could be utilized in lieu of the
batteries.

b. Installation and maintenance of the fuel testers were easily
accomplished although extensive manual changes are necessary to facilitate
these zperations. The test ite.ms were easy to haudle, move, assemble,

and disassemble. Handling and movement of the fuel testers could be
enhanced by replacing the rigid cable conduit with an explosion-proof
flexible cable which could be rolled up into a more compact configuration.
Operator personnel were able to understand the operation of the items and
Po additional skills or specialized training requirements for MOS qualified
personnel were generated.
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c. The installation of the test items on the tank trucks was re-

latively easy to accomplish. The shutoff valve was not utilized in these
operations due to the distance between the pickup head and the valve that
is required to compensate for the rate of flow and the time lag that
exists between the detection of contaminants and the activation and com-
plete closing of tho shutoff valve. Modifications to the tankers and/or
the fuel testers would be necessary to make the use of the fuel tes'ters
on the trucks entirely adequate,

d. The chart recorders furnished with the test items were
exceptionally sensitive and not sufficiently rugged to withstand field service
"conditions. The other components were adequate and displayed a high

,, degree of compatibility with each other and with associated equipment,
although some modifications are necessary when used with tanker trucks
as stated.

2.6 MAINTAINABILITY AND RELIABILITY EVALUATION (ST)

2.6. 1 Objective

"To determine whether the test item meets maintainability and
reliability requirements for the service intended.

2.6.2 Method

a. One 2-inch 50-gpm and one 4-inch 400-gpm fuel tester was
ased and maintained under service type test conditions in a TOE environ-
ment at Fort Lee. The test items operated 24 hours per day until 532 h'urs
were ac- unulated.

b. The test items were technically inspected before and after the
service test.

c. Accumulated records of unscheduled and simulated maintenance
and repair parts usage and service life data were summarized and
evaluated. (Scheduled maintenance, d&rect support, and general support
maintenancewere not prescribed or required because of the nature of the
test iternr Computations were. made to determine maintainability and re-
liability indicators as required by USATECOM Regulation 750-15. Tables
U and III show the definitions and equations used to compute those indicators.

d. The unscheduled and simulated maintenance actions were per-
* formed by 63K40 and 76W20 MOS personnel from USAGETA, utilizing the

basic issue items and common tools of the general mechanics tool set and
organizational No. 2 common tool set, FSN 4910-754-0650.
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TABLE II

MAINTAINABILITY, RELIABILITY, AND AVAILABILITY SYM41BOLS

The symbols listed below will be used as variables in the computations in
Table III.

RL(X; 1-4,) - The lower confidence limit on reliability

x¾l.-c, 2r12 - Chi-square value for a confidence level of 100 (I-M.) % and

2r/2 degrees of freedom

x -Mission time

1-aC. - Confidence coefficient

MTBF = Mean time between failures

MDT = Mean downtime

MTTR - Mean time to repair (failures)

M - Mean active maintenance downtime

MTBM - Mean time between maintenance

MR = Maintenance ratio

Ai - Inherent Availability

Aa Achieveci Availability

Ao Operational Availability

b - Operating time (hours, miles, etc.)

c Active maintenance man-hours (scheduled and unscheduled)

d = Active maintenance clock hours (scheduled and unscheduled)

f = Unscheduled active maintenance clock hours

g - Downtime in hours (include active and inactive maintenance
time for both scheduled and unscheduled maintenance actions)

r = Number of failures

- Number of maintenance layovers (include both scheduled and
unscheduled maintenance actions)

p = Active maintenance man-hours to correct failures

q = Active maintenance clock hours to correct failures
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TABLE II

MAINTAINABILITY, RELIAAMILITY, AND AVAILABILITY COMPUTATIONS

Z-inch 4-inch SAMPLE

Mission Time (x) i s5 15 15

Confidence Level (1-d w 0. 90 0.90 0.90

NW. of Failuires (r) - 0 1 1

Operating Time (b) -Z31.0 301.0 532.0

Maintenance Man-hours (c) o 0.6 8. 1 8.7

Maintenance Clock hours (W) = 0,6 10.1 10.7

Unscheduled Maintenance -

Clock hours (f) , 0.6 10.1 10.7

Downtime (g) 0,.6 10.1 10.7

No. of Maintenance
Layovers (s) Z 2 4

"Maintenance Man-bours (p) - 0 8.0 8,0

"Maivtenance Clock hours (q) - 0 10 0 10.0

COMPUTATIONS:

N DT - (g/s) , 0.3 5.05 2.67

MTBF*(b/1) - * 301 532

-a(d/s) a 0.3 5.05 2.67

MTTR (man-hours) - (p/i) a * 8.0 8,0

MTTR (clock hours) -(q/r) a 10,0 10.0

MTBM- (b/s) - 115, 5 150.5 133.0

MR- (c/b) a 0.0025 0. 0269 0.0163

Ai -(MTB'/(MTBF+MTTR (clock hours))) - 1.000 0. 9678 0. 9815

Au. (MTBM/(MTBM+!)) a 0.9974 0. 9675 0. 9803

Ao.(MTBM/(MTBM+MDT)) 0.9974 0.9675 0.9803

RELIABILITY; RL (x, I-E,) - exp Z" 90 percent

*Indeterminable due to division by zero,
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e. Draft Technical Manual 10-4930-207-12 furnished with the test
item was used by cperators and organizational maintenance personnel for
all maintenance actions and was evaluated for completeness, accuracy,
simplicity, and clarity.

2.6. 3 Results

a. Prior to beginning the service test, the maintenance test pack-
age (App. IV-C) was verified and the test items were technically inspected
and repaired as inecessary tc returr, them to a satisfactory condition.

b. Daily maintenance, consisting of cleaning and visual inspec-
tions for leaks and loose wiring connections, required approximately
0. 1 hour each operating shift. Slight leakage occurred at the inlet and
outlet threads of the pickup heads, and temporary repair was made with
a sealing compound. Daily maintenance time is not included in main-
tenance and reliability computations.

c. The solenoid-operated "three-way valve" malfunctioned (EPR
L7- 1) at 136 test hours and was replaced (App. IV-B).

d. The zero test and adjustment of the ;ndicating meter could not
be accomplished as indicated in DTM 10-4930-207-12 because the instruc-
tions did not apply to the configuration of the itemtested (EPR L7-3) and
because a special tool, a short angle hexagon wrench for socket head
capscrews ("Allen wrench") was not provided (EPR L7-2). Improvised
methods were used to remove the screws from the lamp holder assembly,
and the adjustments were accomplished (App. IV-B).

e. The chart recorder (Par. No. 14869, Model 88) malfunctioned
on each test item (EPR L7-4), and they were replaced (App. IV-B).

f. Simulated maintenance performed at 301 hours on the 4-inch
fuel tester revealed it could not be calibrated. All major components
were replaced in an effort to isolate the cause. Short circuits and a de-
fective photocell were finally diagnosed as the causes of the malfunction.
The photocell and the window assembly were replaced, the bare wires in
the adapter and tube assembly were repaired, and the item was calibrated
satisfactorilv (EFR L7-5).

g. Removal of the photocell during simulated maintenance revealed
chan-.es in the configuration when compared with Figure D-1, Page D-21 of
the Technical Manual; and the instructions in Figure 3-1, Page 3-4a were
inadequate (EPR L7-6). "he component could not be replaced without
possible damage.
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h. Maintainability of the fuel tester is considered inadequate (Par.
2.5 through 2. 11 of App. III) based on a comparison of the test results

with the criteria stated in paragraph 2. 2b of the test plan.

i. The test item met the reliability requirements (Tables II and
III; and App. IV-A).

j. One special tool was required to remove the lamp holder
assembly as stated in paragraph d. A hexagon wrench did not fit in the
space allowed for the removal and installation of the socket head capscrews,
and improvised tools were used to remove the capscrews.

k. Repair parts used in the conduct of the test are shown in Appendix
IV-B. These parts were obtained by substitution from like-type items
available to the test team. Many parts were not assigned part numbers
(EPR L7-7) in the technical manual.

1. DTM 10-4930-207-IZ was inadequate for troubleshooting the
test item and for replacing the photocell (EPR L7-7).

2.6.4 Analysis

a. The maintenance test package is considered inadequate because
DTM 10-4930-207-12 does not contain up-to-date illustrations, parts data,
and satisfactory instructions (EPR L7-7). The inspection and service upon
receipt were satisfactory.

b. Daily maintenance is not excessive and is simple and adequate.
The leakage at the inlet and outlets of the pickup head is attributed to
quality cont-ol of the threads on .he pickup head. The 3/4-inch taper
per foot normally associated with pipethreads may not be precise due to
mar'--facturing methods (lathe cut versus die cut).

c. Malfunction of the solenoid-operated 3-way valve (EPR L7-1)
is classified as a shortcoming because the mission could be completed
with the operator manually closing the proper valve upon signal from the
alarm which indicates contaminated fuel. Troubleshooting instructions
to identify the above malfunction are inadequate, and instructions developed
during the test were submitted on DA Form 1598. Cause of the malfunction
is attributed to internal corrosion of the solenoid piston. The corrosion
was observed during disassembly and inspection of the solenoid, and it was
probably due to storage for 4 years after initial use.

d. Instructions pertaining to the present test item configuration
were requested from the developing agency; and recommendations were
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submitted concerning the use of hexagon head capscrews (Item 26, Figure
D-1 of the technical manual) instead of the socket head capscrews, or the
inclusion of a special short angle hexagon wrench. Improvised methods

used to remove the lamp holder assembly are not satisfactory.

e. The fuel tester recorder is a very sensitive component and
appears to be a high mortality item. Repair of the item is programmed
at organizational level. Mechanics with MOS 63K40 were unable to repair
the item, and it is recommended that it be repaired at general support or
depot level.

f. The malfunction of the photocell is classified a failure because
the fuel tester could not be accurately calibrated and would operate below
an acceptable level for reliable monitoring of contamination. Cause of
malfunction is attributed to a def:'ective photocell and a short circuit.

g. Photocell removal problems resulted from a design change and
inadequate maintenance instructions. The present phatocell configuration
unites the photocell and the adapter into a single component which should
be replaced as a component (EPR L7-6).

h. Maintainability of the fuel tester is considered inadequate

because the technical manual instructions, illustrations, and parts cXata
are not satisfactory for field use until updated to correspond t0 the item
to be issuea.

i. The test itemindicated 90-percent reliability at a 90-percert
lower confidence level. This was based on 532 test hours, a 15-hour
mission duration, and one failure.

j. A special tool will not be required to remove the lamp holder
assembly if hexagon head capscrews are used in the component as
illustrated (Item 26, Figure D-1, Page D-Zl, DTM 10-4930-207-12).

k. The repair parts used indicate a high degree of interchange-
ability with older items. The following additional repair parts
are recommended for the prescribed load allc.a,.-e:

I each Chart Recorder (14869) Model 88

8 each Rolls, Chart, Recording

2 each Diaphrams for ipdividual size control valves
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1. DTM 10-4930-207-12 requires major revision and updating to
permit satisfactory performance of all authorized maintenance.

2.7 HUMAN FACTORS EVALUATION (ES)

2.7. 1 Objective

To observe the effectiveness of the man-item relationship during
operational use and to assess the degree of ease, simplicity, and effort
in operating, installing, and servicing the items in normal use.

2.7.2 Method

Throughout all testing, observations were made and recorded
concerning the degree of design simplicity inherent in the test items
relative to users' ability to easily and readily handle, install, operate,
and maintain the items.

2.7.3 Results

a. Observations of test teams revealed no factors that caused any
difficulty in the ability of operators to install and maintain the test iterns
although extensive changes in and additions to the Drift Technical Manual
are required to facilitate these operations.

b. Transportation and handling of the test items were easily
accomplished due to their relative light weight and compactness, with
exception of the amplifier component, alarm bell, and chart recorder
which should be mounted in a protective carrying case as indicated in
paragraph 2.4, 11. 3e due to its b-lkiness and sensitivity to damage as
presently mounted.

c. The test itcms are easy to operate, assemble, and disassemble,
requiring not -rore than I hour of orientation and tiaining for the operators
Io be able to utilize them in a safe and sufficient manner.

2.7.4 Anaiysis

The man-item relationship is effective with~regard to user personnel,
however, a protective carrying case is needed for the amplifier, alarm bell,
and chart recorder components for easier hand carrying.
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Z. 8 VALUE ANALYSIS (ES)

2.8. 1 Objective

To determine if the test items have any unnecessary, costly, or
nice-to-have features which might be eliminated or redesigned to reduce
cost.

2.8.2 Method

Throughout the conduct of the test, observations were made and
users were questioned concerning features which could be eliminated or
modified without compromising the performance, reliability, durability,
or safety of the test items.

2.8.3 Results

Based on observations by engineering and service test teams and
questions of users, the test items have no unnecessary, costly, or
nice-to-have features.

2.8.4 Analysis

The test items are adequate with regard to cost awareness in
design and manufacture.

2.9 SAFETY EVALUATION (ES)

2.9. 1 Objective

To determine and confirm the safety characteristics of the test item.

2.9.2 Method

During the engineering test period, observations were made for
-ietecting any condition which might present a safety hazard, to determine
the cause, and to note steps taken .o alleviate the hazard encountered. A
safety release was issued as a result of engineer ng tests in accordance
with USATECOM Regulation 386-6 prior to initiation -.f service tests.
Service testa adhered to ,.eety procedures developed during the engineering
test phase and embodiecd in the safe-ty release. Confirmation of the safety
characteristics'was in accordance with USATECOM Regulation 385-7.
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Z.9.3 Results

During testing, it was determined that the following precautions
should be taken to enhance the safety of the test item.

a. Pressure test the pickup heads of the fuel testers to 125 psi
before installation to insure that they are leakproof and glass lenses are
completely sealed.

b. Position the amplifier alarm assembly outside the hasardcus
axea at least Z5 feet front the pickup head and in an area having good vapor
drainage away from the amplifier and battery since these omponents are
not explosion proof.

c. Posion the power qupply battery an additional Z5 feet from the
amplifier component, or a minimum of 50 feet from the pirkup head, also
well away from vapor drainage.

d. Utilize sparkproof tools when working w|th the items.

e. Ins•ure all explosion-proof conduit connections are completely
sealed.

f. Insure that power supply is off whenever cc-necting or dis-
connecting any of the corrponenti in the haaardous areas.

g. Insure that the pickup head assembly has metul-b,--metal contact
for bondin.g with the pipeline in which it is installed.

Z. 9.4 Analysis

The fuel testers are capable of being operved without haz_--4 to
operator personnel provid-Ad that the recommended precautions listed in
paragraph 2. 9. 3 as well as other normal safety procedures for operating
similar POL equipnment are observed. T) draft technical manual should
empha- e safety procedures.
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SECTION 3. APPENDICES

APPFN1,IX I - TEST DATA

4CA i"C:AS Red Irnn Oxide Injectons
B MOGAS Siliceous Tet D49t
C MOGAS Water Injections
D JP-4 Red Iron Oxide Injections
"Z JP-4 Silicecus Test Dust Injections
F JP-4 Water injactions

APPENDIX U - FINDINGS

APPENDIX III - DEFICIFNCL•S AND SHORTCOMINGS

APPENDIX IV - MAINTENANCE EVALUATIONS

A Mawitenance and Reliability Analysis Cihart
3 Parts Analysis Chart
C Me.intevAnce Package Literature Chart
D Reqomnmended Changes to Draf.. Technical Manual

AF.PENDWX V - REFERE! ICES

"APPENDIX VI - DISTRIBUTION LIST
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APPENDIX I-A

MOGAS-RED IRON OXIDE INJECTIONS

mg/, ppm
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MOGAS-SILICEOUS TEST DUST INJECTIONS
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MOGAS-WATER INJECTIONS
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JP4-RED IRON OXIDE INJECTIONS
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JP4-SILICEOUS TEST DUST INJECTIONS
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JP4-WATER INJECTIONS
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APPENDIX IV. MAINTENANCE EVALUATION

APPENDIX IV-A

MAINTENANCE AND RELIABILITY ANALYSIS CHART

INSTRUCTION SHEET - DESCRIPTION

COLUMN

1. Functional group number as inWicated in the Maintenance
Allocation Chart (ref AR 310-3) of the assembly or sub-
assembly. The sequence number of the maintenance operation
is in parenthesis below the group number.

2. Component and related operations as indicated in the Main-
tenance Allocation Chart. Operations assigned to depot
level maintenance are not shown.

3. Maintenance Level, Prescribed. The maintenance level pro-
scribed by the Maintenance Allocation Chart or the parts
manual, whichever is appropriate, is indicated using the
following code: C - Operator/Crew; 0 - Organization"!1;
F - Direct Support; and H - General Support.

4. Maintenance Level, Recommended. Use the code letters, C,
0, ? or H to indicate the level of maintenance recommended
by the test agency.

5. TM Instructions, AdequAte. An X in this column indicates
the TM inscructions covEring this maintenance action are
adequate.

6. TM instructions, Inadequata. When the TM instructions are
considered inadequate, insert the test agency reference
number used ou the DA Form !598.

7. Active Maintenance Time. K,..'-hours end clock hours required
for tc maintenance operatiri t-' the nearest tenth of an h-ur.
If the operation w.s not actually performed but was reviewed,
the estimated active mainteiance time is indicated by using the
prefix E. (Unusual tifferences in inainteitance times for the
same operation should be explained in the body of the test report.)

8. Lifc. The number of operational hours (essential) and miles,
events, etc., as required in the test plan, 4ccumulated during
the test prior to the occurrence of the malfuzction or scheduled
service. (Under the i~te figure enter iii paranthesis the
sequence 'tumber far which that particular operation was last
performed followed by the appropriate itte unit; i.e. M, H, etc.)
"S" will be placed, in thi& column df the opetation wfs performed
on a sampling basis 2nd iiir becauie of an actual failure.
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APPENDIX IV-A

MAINTENANCE AND RELIABILITY ANALYSIS CHART

INSTRUCTION SHEET (Cont'd)

COLUMN

9. Reason Performed. The symbol "Unscd" will be shown in this
column if this operation was performed as a result of unsched-
uled maintenance. If the operation was performed and recorded
as a required portion of a scheduled maintenance service, the
symbol "Scd" will be used. If the operation was performed
only to verify procedure and tool requiiremnts, not to correct
a malfunction, the symbol "Sim" will be used.

10. Remarks. If the operation was not performed at a result of
usin3 the sampling technique authorized by AR 750-6, one of
the following remarks will be entered:

a. Reviewed - not performed.

b. Neither reviewed nor performed due to (No.
TV's) or (insufficient service test time).

c. Other as appropriate.

If an EPR is related to the operation, the EZP reference
number will be shown. When the operation was performed to
correct a failure as defined in this regulation, it will be
indicated by the word "Failure" in this column.
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APPENDIX IV-B

PARTS ANALYSIS CHART

INSTRUCTION

GENERAL: This chart is a list of the parts which were used in main-
taining the test item. Parts will be grou -d in this chart
by functional groups and in Federal Stock hamber (FSN)
numerical order within each group.

COLUM DESCRIPTION

I. Group Nfumber (Sequence Number). Parts usage by maintenance
operation is indicated by cross referencing the group number
and seluence number in Column 1 of the Maintenance and
Reliability Analysis Chart.

2. Federal Stock Number. Record the Federal Stock Number,
Technical Services Part Number, Manufacturer's Part
Number, or Drawing Number in this order of preference.

3. Noun Nomenclature. Self-explanatory.

4. Maintenance Level, Prescribed. The maintenance level pre-
scribed by the parts liat under review. UMe the code:
C - Operator/Crew; 0 - Organizational; F - Direct Support;
H - General Support.

5. Maintenance Level, Recommended. The code symbols C, 0,
F or H indicate the maintenance level recommended by the
test age:.cy.

6. Part Life. The number of operating hours (essential) atA
miles, rounds, effects, etc., as required by the test plan,
accumulated by this part. This is True Fart Life and should
agree with the part life reported on the EPR. Each entry in
this column is followed by the appropriate life unit symbol;
.,.e., H, M, or R, etc.

7. Reason Used. The symbol "Unscd" will be shown in this
column if this part was rtniaced as a result of unscheduled
maintenance. if the part was replaced as a required action
of a scheduled maintenance service, the symbol "S!c" will
be used. If the part was consumed to verify procedures or
tools, not to correct a malfunction, the symbol "Sim" wii,
be us ed.

8. Remarks. If an EPR is related to the part used, the EPR
reference number will be tnserted in this column. When
the part was replaced to correct a failure, as defintd in
this regulation, it will be indicated by inserting the word
"Failure" in this column.
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APPENDIX I7-C

MAINtENANICE PACKAGE LITERATURE CHART

INSTRUCTION SHEET - DESCRIPTION

COLUM

1. Give Army or manufacturer's publication or draft manual number.

2. Number of copies received. Insert "0" if none were supplied,
Use Para IIl i, Chapter 9, of AR 310-3 as a glaide to detaimine
those manuscripts and publications that should accoripany the
test item. Manuscripts and publications contained in the
maintenance package shou)d cover operaticn&. and functions
through general support maintenance and should specify the
categories involved.

3. Complete title.

4. Fill in date manuscript (MSS) or publication was received.

5., Fill inr date test item or materiel was receied.

6. Insert "X" in appropriate block. Minor errors un 1598 forms
are dot in themselves sufficient reason to term u manuscript
inadequdte. Evaluation may be omitted if fewer than 25% of
the specified maintenance operations were performed.

7. Insert date 1598 form was forwarded and 1598 form reference No.

8. In addition to appropriate remarks, explain if meni cript was
not evaluated.

TV-C-i
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APPENDIX IV-D
RECOHMMNDED CHANGES TO DRAFT TECHNICAL MANUAL

Poe uor I form, S.'s !A Iais *h spo0e" DARECORD OP COMMENTS ON PUBLICATIONS , :,.y i, Office of the A#,,,,.on Chief , '- 26 Februay 196,9
,JECTI " Fuel Tester, Mnf. - erwce Testse"

USATECOM Project No. 7-3-0239-09
P19VISON "aTes FROM DTM 10-4930-207-12, Operator & Organizational Maintenance Mavual,Fuel

Tester, 50 GPM. Model 861-F-LS-2-FE. December 1966
ITEM 01o P AGAp L INE COMMENT (Exa,.c• word•ngd of ,efoeonod M.W 6 b#IV*"..)NO,

1 vi Section Chanxe: "Preoperational test and adjustment 315
V to "Preoperatioral test and adjustment 3-'.2".

Explanation: Preoperatiornl test must be performed
before "Indicating meter zero test and adjustment 3-12."
can be performed.

vi Section •auz•e: "Amplifier sensitivity calibration 3-13"
V and "Alarm setting adjustment 3-14"

to "3-14" and "3-15", respe".tively.
Ex1panation; Change necessary in order to correspond
with change in item I above.

3 1-4a Figure Delete. "Al•..- Adjustm t1l"; add: "Plug Calibration
1-3 Screw."

,Qkaion: "Plug Calibration Screw" is used as nomen-
clature on 0age 3-7a, Fig 3-4,.and it ,ppears logical.

4 1-4b Figure &da section of conduit to the illustration.
1-4 Exolanation: For identification purposes.

5 1-7a Figure Letters A and B on the line leading to the control valve
1-5 are not lettered on the test item. Additional identifi-

cation is desired. :
DaLSa.tion• Self en-panatory.

6 2-2 Section Corre2 t spelling: Dismantling.
II, 2-5 Melanation: Spelling error.

7 2-2b Figure Delete: "Alarm Adjustment". Add: "Plug Calibration
2-2 Screw".

Explanation: Same as item 3.

8 2-2b Figure Step Deleze: "Figure 1." Add: "Figure 1-5."
2-2 .3 Explanr•tion: Figure 1-5 is the wiring diagram.

9 2-2c Figure Step Delete: "Figure 1." Add: "Figure 1-5."
2-3 3 Explanation: Same as item 8 above.

10 2-2d Figure Step Delete: "Figure 1." Add: "Figure 1-5."
2-4 1 Explanation: Same as item 8 above.

11 2-3a Figure Delete- "Alarm Adjustment"; add: "Plug Calibration
2"6 Screw."

Explanation: Same as item 3 above.

12 3-1 3-1 See EPR L7-2. The hollow head screws furnithed with test
4.tem require a wrench shorter than the one furnished in
standard mechanics tocl set.

RIt*=e** et Id, , rinen ber .Within the p*eorat-ph ot .uhpoq•or .
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APPENDIX IV-D

t, WORD OF COMMENTS ON PUBLICATIONS Ior'v' Off¢.. jk. A.N Ch•.e .9 | 26 Februar 1969
SP fu ester,a l -

USATECOM Project No. 7-3-0239-09 -
REVIION MOVES rNOm DTM 10-4930-207-12, Operator & Organizaoional Maintenance Manual, Fuel

- - Tes ter 50 GPM, Model 961-F-LS-2-FE. December 1966

0 PA !PAAGAmPH I LINE COmmI NT (Exact word•nd of £,.otmmc"udO oh1nio mus!t 60 given.,)

12 3.1 3-1 Explanation: Either the screus must Se changed.to
(Co tinued) standard hexagon head type, as indicated on fage D-21,

Fig D-1, item 26, or a special wrench furnished with
the test item.

13 3-2 Following Add: Paragraph 3-5a
Par 3-5 Valve, Solenoid, Three way (04845)
of Sec LTM314A25, Fails to close when solenoid is
III energized.

Probable Cause POelb I& t

Low battery voltage Charge battery

Loose electrical connections Check and tighten all
electrical connections

Short circuit in electrical Repair short circuits
system. Use multimeter to and replace defective
check for continuity and units
short circuits

Inoperative solenoid Replace solenoid
Check as follows: operated three way
a. Disconnect tube assembly valve, LM314A25

at Port C, Fig 3-8
b. Energize valve assembly by

pushing simulator button.
Fuel should stop flowing
through Port C.

c. If fuel continues to flow
through Port C, the solenoid
is defective.

&xplanation: Service testing developed the abov:
instructions when the valvt solenoid, three way,
malfunctioned, EPR LT-ý.

14 3-4 Section 4 Delete period after "light."
IV, 3-10 Explanation: Sentence continues on next page (3-5),

ending after "photo cell."

15 3-4a Figure Delete- "Photo Cell". Add: "Adapter."
3-1 Explanation: Photo cell is inside of adapter. Adapter

is the nom enclature used for parts data, Page D410,
line 1, Fig D-l, item 15.

* R*fm0toee to Rine nfl4hr within the pormaroph or nulpar.g,.ph.
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APPENDIX IV-D

Sis p• ume of ,. form, ea. AR 310.-1 the hl"poftd OATV
RECORD OF COMMENTS ON PUBLICATIONS ofoI. ..OfG'* the Assistan. Chief of S**f i 2' February 1969

Fuel Tenter, Int. Engineer-Service Test,
U-ATECOM Pr•lect No. 7-3-0239-09

REVISION NOTES VPOM DTM 10-4930-207-12, Operator & Organizational Maintenance Manual,
Fuel Teoter 50 GPM Model 861-F-LS-2-FE, December 1966

ITE PAGE PARAGRAPH LINE COMMNT (Baed woidinl ceon ndd s e, eD i ditch.)

16 3-4a Figure Add additional instructions to remove photo cell follow.
3-1 ing "Step 4."

kpl.anation: Instructions are incomplete (EPR L7-5).

17 3-6 3-1i I ii instructions (EPR L7-3) and re-nambsr paragraph
from "3-12" to "3-13."
FbEplanation: Paragraph 3-15 should be paragraph 3.12
because paragraph 3-15a and 3-15b =zst be perfotmed
bafore indicating meter can be adjusted to -iero.

18 3-6 3-13 Zanse paragraph 3-13 to 3-14.
Zolavation: To accomodate Ites 17.

19 3-7 3-14 Change paragraph 3-14 to 3-15.
Explamation: To accommodate item 18.

3-6& Figure Correct illustration.
3-3 !xplanation: The pickup head being tested doe not have

an electrical connector (EPR L7,3), and a special short
angle hollow head wrench is required to follow the
instructions.

21 3- 3-15 gian to paragraph 3-12.
ExPlanation: Paragraph 3-15a, 1 &ad 2, preoperational
tests and adjustments must be performed prior to present-
paragraphs 3-12, 3-13, and 3-14.

22 C-7 4210 Col Delete "0"; add "D".
Amplifier H axplanation: Depot maintenance allocation is recomenied

to repair because tools, skills and spare parts are not
adequate at "o" level.

23 C-8 4210 Col Delete "0"; add "H'.
Recorder H Explant~ion: Same as item 22.

24 D-10 Section 2 Assign part number to Wody pickup head, 50 GPM.
II Rxplanation: Parts cannot be ordered without a part

Rpr Parts number.

25 Dm,10 3 -Assign part number to body pickup head, 400 GM
IDLation: Same as item 24.

26 D-10 6 &ian part number to cover, Junction box.
2xplanation: -Same as item 24.

21 Dm10 7 Assigm part number to gasket rubber.I xplanation: Same as item 24.

b co 11 1598 IV-D-3



APENDIX IV-D
RE ORDO COMMENTS ON PUBLICATION Is Offic of the. Assift, Chie of Staff..oer

s ECORD fS Iý;:b 0  0 : he A s., . C26 February 1969
~? Fuel Tester, Int. Eng~ineer-Se~tiy it

if~TCJ rjc o 7-,3t.Z39-09
019VISION NOTES FROM DTM 10-4930..20/.12, Opeittor & Ov~ganizatiozal 14iintenanige ~n'ualFuel

- -Tgtex 50 QPM. Yo~del 861-F.LS-2.qE. , Dcevber 1965
PACE PARAGRAPH LINE C Ot.EN T (EX&Ct Wegdnd at reC k* fiv4

28 D-11 Section 2 "ssign part number to screw machine, lightshield ntj.
11, Repair JP.llo! aea ie 4
Parts ro:Smasie24

29 D_ 12 .2 Assgn part number to screw machine, photo cell vktg.
Explanation: Same as item 24.

30 Dm12 3 Assign part number to screw cap socket head windov Eta.
I x2lanation: Sathe so item 24.

31 Dm.12 4 Assixn part number to screw machine'vindow at$.
SERLAnaeion: Scme as item 24.

32 1Dm12 5 bjgfi part n~umber to screw, cap huiego head cover at#.
Explanation Same as I tm 24.

33 Dm12 6 Asig part number to *crmw machine adapter Sage
Zzolapati on: Same as item 24.

34 D143 2 Assign part number to nut.
Explanatio i Same as item 24.

35 D-03 3 Assijn part number to connector.
Explanattzop: Same as item 24.

36 DmI.13 4 Assisn part number to ferrule.
Explanation; Same as item 24.

37 Dm14 2 Assign part number to fuse.
Explanatign: Same as item 24.

38 D-14 5 Assigan part number to adapter, male.
ftplaýnation: Same to item 14.

39 D-14 6 Assign part number to adapter pipe.
&xplanation: Same as, item 24*

40 D-15 1 Assisn part number to connectors,
&xplanation: Same as item 24..

41 DWm15 1 4 hssig~n part number to elbow. pipe to tube.
Explanationt Same as item 24.

42 fD- 16  7 Asi~ part number to tube assebly VALVE.
Ex~iAnati-oni -Same as item 24.

43 D-16 8 1Assign part number to washer diaphram: Valve.
kexlanation: Same as item 24.

DA, 1598 
6?



APPENDIX IV-D
S.. . . _I u se.. . • o f . W -. , f o e r , * 1, A 3 1 0 .3 : t h .p r e P a t i n t C O A T E I

RECORD OF COMMENTS ON PUBLICATIONS ogency is Office of the Assistant Chief of $?Off 26 FebrPQ,,y 1969
U,,JI~CT Fuel Tester, Int. Engineer-Service Test,

I SATECOM Proiect No. 7-3-Q239 -0
tEVISION Nvrr$OM DTM 10-4930-207-12, Operator & Organizational Maintenance Manual

Fuel Tester. 5-0 .GPM, Model 861-F-LS-2-FE, December 1966

PA. PAGE PARAGRAPM LINE * COMMENT (E.xac wording, of reconwonded change must be given.)

44 D-17 Section 2 Assign part number to tube assembly.
II and Explanation: Same as item 24.

Repair 3
Parts

45 D-17 4 A part number to valve control, solenoid operated.
Explanation: Same as item 24.

46 D-18 6 Assign part number to bolt machine.
rxplanation: Same as item 24.

47 D18 , 7 Assign part number to washer lock.
&xplanation: Same as Item 24.

48 D-18 8 Assig! part number to vaher flat.
Explanation: Same as item 24.

49 D-18 9 Assipt part number to nut, plain hexagon.
Explanation: Same as item 24.

50 D-20 5 Aisign size and material to tubing.
Explanation: Parts cannot be ordered without suze and
material being given.

51 D-23 Figure 15 Delete,: "Elbw"; add: "Valve" solenoid, three way.
D-3 r~xplanation: Error in nomenclature.

R.-eff"Co 10 Itt" am.. t hter pau te,.ph -1. _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
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APPENDIX V. RU'ERENCES

1. Final Letter Report of Engineer Design Test of Efiluent Fuel Tester,
USATECOM Project No. 7-3-0239-01, dated 19 January 1965.

2. l-terima Letter Report, Engineering Test Portion of Integrated EST of
Fuel Tester, Effluent, USATECOM Project No. 7-Z->'239-02, dated 2 July 1965.

3. DA Approved Military Characteristics for Effluent Fuel Tester.

4. Test Directive, - USATECOM Project No. 7-3-0239-06/07/08/09 - Fuel Tester
Effluent, dated 30 June 1965.

5. Plan of Test for Integrited Engineering/Service Test of Fuel Teste:r,
Effluent, dated August 1964.

6. Safety Release - USATECOM Project No. 7-3-0239-06/07/09, Engineering
Servi,:e and Environmental Tests of Fuel Tester, Effluent, 50/400 GPM
Fuel Tester.

7. Military Specification MIL-Fi-8901B, 15 August 1966, Filter/Separtors,
Aviation and Motor Fuel, Ground and Shipboard Use, Perforumance Require-
ments and Test Procedures For.
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UNCLSS-2TEDSecurity Classification
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OR116INATINO ACYIV':TY (Cotporef. matho) Ja. Rae0Oft 09CUR? TV CLASSIFICATION

Department of the Army UNCLASS!PtED
U. S., Army General Equipment Test Activity it- GOUP
Fort Lee, Virginia 23601__________
b. REPORT TITLE

integrated Engineering a-ad Service Test of Effluent Fu~el Tester

A. DESCRIPTIVE NOTES (7"9. of tapedI and hincuaiwe data*)

S. AUTMOPM~ (Lotu nfm*. Unint hoame. Initial)

GAFFORD, Daniel S.; WEDELL, Frederick G., WL; HARVEY, J)oseph T.
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March 1969 73__________ 7
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I*. AV AIL ABILITY/LIMITATION NOTICES Thib document way be further distributed by any-
holder 2only with specific prior approval of Cowu~ding General, U. S. Army NKbility
Equipment Command, St. Louis, Missouri.

11. SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES 12. SPORSORING MILITARY ACTIVITY

U. S. Army Kobility Equipment Commtand

-None St. Louis, Missouri

t3. ABSTR~ACT

An Integrited Engineering and Service Test of the Effluent Fuel Tee cer was con-
ducted during the perio~d February 1968 - February 1969 to determine the technical
perfcrmance and safety characteristics of the test Item as klescribed in the lHilitar
Characteristics, and as ind' ated bý the particular design; and to determine' the
suitability of the fuel te-er aad its maintenance package for use by the Army.

lt wa~s concluded that: the test item meets the requirements of the Military
-Characteristics with the e~xception of the deficiencies and shortcomings (Par. 1.4a
and b); technical performance was satisfactory gznd sufficiently accurate to regis-
ter the presence of all contami~nants to whic1t it waii- axpose-i with the exiception of
the siliceous test duot; the test item is adequately r'eliable; safety provisions
and capability to perform safely hre confirmed-.(see additional precautions, Par.
2.9.3); and human factors consideraticns are satislactory with minor exceptions
(Pars. 1.4e and 2.7.3).

T~t is recommended that: the Effluetit Fuel Tester be considered not suitable for
use by the Army under limited intermediate climatic conditions (+100 to 100"F1 un-
til the two deficiencies and as many as practicable of the shortcomings (App. 111)
have been corrected; draft technical manual be revised (Par. !Ad4 and App. IV-D);
a photocell and adapter with attached wires he Issued; and rcpair parts listed in
paragraph 1.6d be added to the prescribed loadi allowance,
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